
PREPARING FOR THE BIRTH OF YOUR BABY:
CARE FOR MOM AND BABY AFTER BIRTH



NOTE TO OUR MOTHERS TO BE…
Awaiting the birth of a new baby can spark many different emotions such as happiness, anxiety and fear.  In 
the Maternal Infant Child unit at Bluewater Health, we aim to make your birthing experience as beautiful and 
memorable as possible. You and your family are encouraged to express your wishes for this special moment. 
Our staff are committed to patient and family-centred care while you are in the hospital. While you are in the 
birthing unit, you may have your family and friends visit you, however, during your delivery, we recommend 
no more than two support persons in the room. This will be at the discretion of the nursing staff and your care 
provider. As always, you are reminded to tell your family that if anyone is unwell to please wait and visit you 
when you are discharged home. If your infant requires attention from our Special Care Nursery staff, you will 
be given special instructions regarding visiting hours.

Family-centred care assures the health and well-being of children and their families through a respectful fami-
ly-professional partnership. It honours the strengths, cultures, traditions and expertise that everyone brings to 
this relationship. Family-centred care is the standard of practice which results in high quality services.

Please remember to call the Labour and Birthing unit before you arrive at the hospital. The direct phone num-
ber is found on the back cover of this brochure.

We look forward to caring for you and your new family!

Best Wishes,

Maternal Infant Child
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This booklet has been given to you 
to help you understand some of 
the changes you will experience 
following the birth of a baby. It will 
also help you understand some of 
the important care needs you and 
your baby will have.
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WHAT TO BRING FOR YOUR HOSPITAL VISIT

PAPERWORK

FOR MOM

FOR PARTNER

FOR BABY

MISCELLANEOUS 

Ontario Health Card
Extended Hospital Insurance Information
Photo ID
Pen	to	fill	out	forms

Pre-Admission Anesthetic Questionnaire given to 
you by your obstetrician or midwife if you have not 
been to Pre-Admission Clinic or you had a phone 
interview

1-3 pairs of pajamas and a robe
Comfortable Clothing
Lip Balm
Slippers and/or slip on shoes 
Toiletries you may need (ie. brush, toothpaste,  
toothbrush, deodorant, etc.)
Long, maxi, or super absorbent pads (20-30) 

4-5 pairs of comfortable underwear
Supportive bra or nursing bra
Pillow
Breast pads 
Nipple ointment/cream
Blanket
Hair elastics and/or headbands 

Pillow and blankets if staying overnight
Pajamas and comfortable clothes.  
Reminder: partner must be clothed at all times 
Snacks 

Small amount of money for vending machine and 
daily parking 
Toiletries 

1 package of newborn diapers 
Vaseline
Wipes
3-4 sleepers 
3-4 undershirts
3-4 receiving blankets
Outerwear to suit the weather

Hats
Socks, mittens, undershirt 
Approved car seat 
Reminder: Please read the instructions for the child 
securing harness and proper car installation  
BEFORE coming to the hospital to bring baby home

Phone chargers
Camera
Books
Deck of cards

Magazines 
Relaxation tools: massage oil, music etc 
Camera and charger 
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PREPARING FOR THE BIRTH OF YOUR BABY

PREPARING FOR THE BIRTH OF YOUR BABY

You are now in the home stretch of your pregnancy! This part of your pregnancy can be the most challenging. 
As you are preparing and planning for the labour and birth of your baby, there are several things to consider.

HEALTHY LIVING
EXERCISE

Exercise during pregnancy can help you prepare for the birth of your baby, alleviate common pregnancy symp-
toms including fatigue, poor sleep quality, back pain and constipation, and help you return to your daily routine 
after your baby is born. 

Medical experts now recommend regular physical activity as part of a healthy pregnancy.  It is recommended 
that “all women should participate in aerobic and strength-conditioning exercises as part of a healthy lifestyle 
during their pregnancy” unless otherwise indicated by their healthcare provider.

WEIGHT GAIN

Weight gain is an important part of having a healthy pregnancy. Gaining a healthy amount of weight helps sup-
port the pregnancy changes your body goes through and helps your placenta and baby grow. Too much or too 
little weight gain in pregnancy can raise your risk of complications.

Here are some guidelines for weight gain:
• Normal Weight – 11.5-16.0 kg (25-35 lbs) is recommended
• Overweight – 7.0-11.5 kg (15-25 lbs) is recommended
• Obese – 7.0 kg (15 lbs) is recommended 
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• Awkwardness and some depression
•	 Heartburn,	gas	(flatulence)	and	constipation
• Hemorrhoids
• Sudden groin pains
• Shortness of breath

• Stuffy nose and allergies
• Improved breathing – decreased abdominal   
 distention – tell your doctor
• Increased frequency of urination
• An increase in Braxton Hicks contractions

• Vaginal bleeding
•	 Leaking	of	fluid	from	vagina
• Swelling of face and hands
• Constant severe headache
• Severe abdominal pain 

• Fever and chills
• Constant nausea and vomiting
• Pain or burning when voiding
•	 A	noticeable	decrease	in	baby’s	movements

REASONS TO CONTACT YOUR HEALTHCARE PROVIDER

Get	to	know	your	baby’s	pattern	of	rest	and	activity.		Be	aware	of	any	changes

PREPARING FOR THE BIRTH OF YOUR BABY

DISCOMFORTS IN PREGNANCY – YOUR LAST MONTH

As you prepare for the birth of your baby, there are a number of common physical changes that start to occur 
in	the	final	trimester	of	your	pregnancy.	They	might	include	swelling	of	feet	and	ankles,	tender	gums,	nasal	
congestion, heartburn, back pain, and sore legs. Many of these feelings are a natural and expected part of 
your pregnancy.

As your pregnancy continues, muscle cramps, a hard mattress or even hunger may disrupt your sleep. Also, as 
the	size	of	your	abdomen	increases,	you	may	have	trouble	finding	a	comfortable	position	for	long.	It	is	common	
to feel tired or even exhausted during pregnancy. Despite feeling fatigued, you may feel wakeful, having to visit 
the bathroom at night more than before pregnancy and may have active dreams that can rouse you from sleep. 
Learning to nap for a few minutes each day can make you feel better in pregnancy and prepare you for wakeful 
times	meeting	the	demands	of	your	baby’s	night	feeding.		

COMMON DISCOMFORTS IN YOUR LAST MONTH OF PREGNANCY
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PREPARING FOR THE BIRTH OF YOUR BABY

PRETERM LABOUR

Preterm labour is labour that begins before 37 weeks of pregnancy. It is important to be aware of the signs of 
preterm labour and to know what to do in case of preterm labour.  Babies born preterm are at a higher risk for a 
number of health issues and steps can be taken to delay or stop labour.

It is not always easy for a woman to tell if she is having preterm labour. Some women might just feel that 
“something is not right”. 

Important signs to watch for especially if they are new or different from before are:
• Bad cramps or stomach pains that do not go away
•	 Bleeding,	trickle	or	gush	of	fluid	from	vagina
• Lower back pain/ pressure, or a change in lower back ache
• A feeling that the baby is pushing down
• Contractions or change in strength or number of them
• An increase in the amount of vaginal discharge

GOING PAST YOUR DUE DATE

A normal, healthy term pregnancy lasts from 37 to 41 weeks. Babies born during this time are called full-term 
babies. A baby born before the 37th week of pregnancy is called premature or preterm. If your pregnancy lasts 
past the end of the 41st week, it is called a post-term pregnancy. In other words, the baby is overdue. It can be 
quite normal for you to pass your due date and give birth in the two weeks afterward.  

At the end of 41 weeks, your healthcare provider may talk to you about inducing labour to make sure your baby 
is born healthy. This is an important decision that you and your healthcare provider will make together.

INDUCTION OF LABOUR

As the end of your pregnancy nears, your cervix normally becomes soft and begins to open and thin in prepa-
ration for labour and birth. When labour does not naturally start on its own and vaginal birth needs to happen 
soon,	labour	can	be	started	artificially	and	this	is	called	an	induction.	Labour	induction	may	be	recommended	if	
you are past 41 weeks, you have a medical condition (i.e., high blood pressure, diabetes, etc.) or if the health 
of you or your baby is at risk for other reasons. This process can be done using several methods depending on 
the advice of your healthcare provider.

LABOUR AND BIRTH

Predicting when your labour will start is tricky but there are some general signs of early labour that tell you 
your body is making preparations for your baby to be born. After 36 weeks, irregular contractions (more than 
5 minutes apart), spotting (brown or mucous-like blood discharge) or low back pain are normal healthy signs 
that your body is preparing for birth. Seeing these signs means it is time to rest and restore yourself for active 
labour	to	begin	within	hours	or	days.	Although	you	may	be	excited	that	your	baby	is	on	the	way,	it’s	best	to	stay	
at home and carry out activities or rest until labour is active. 

Active labour is when contractions becomes more intense and your cervix begins to open up for the baby to 
move down. Active labour means having contractions 5 minutes apart or less, counted from the beginning of 
one contraction to the beginning of the next. Active labour is a good time for you to go to the hospital to be 
examined.  Be aware that admission to labour and birthing may be delayed until you are in active labour. 
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PREPARING FOR THE BIRTH OF YOUR BABY

WHEN DO I COME TO THE HOSPITAL?

1) Contractions:  Contractions are often “wave-like,” beginning in the lower back and increasing in strength until 
a peak is reached in the abdomen.  The peak lasts several seconds and then gradually fades away.  Labour 
contractions usually become regular, stronger, last longer and get closer together with time.  It is possible to 
feel contractions in your groin and thighs. Walking increases the intensity.

REMEMBER THE 5-1-1 RULE 
 CONTRACTIONS EVERY 5 MINUTES FOR 1 HOUR THAT ARE 1 MINUTE LONG

2) Bright Red Bleeding:  If your discharge should suddenly become bright red or seems to be more than an 
ounce of blood.

3)	Water	Breaking:	When	membranes	rupture,	it	can	be	a	little	constant	trickle	of	fluid	or	a	gush	of	fluid.		This	
fluid	is	usually	clear	in	colour,	but	may	be	green/yellow.	You	must	come	to	the	hospital	once	your	water	breaks	
even if you are not contracting.

4) Pain: Continuous abdominal pain with no relief.

5) “Show”: As the cervix dilates, tiny blood vessels may break causing pink or blood-streaked mucous. Often 
labour will start within 24 hours but it could still be several days away.  As labour progresses, “show” usually 
becomes heavier. NOTE: “Brownish Show” is not usually a sign of impending labour (often the result of an 
internal exam within the last 48 hours).

6) Diarrhea: Some women experience loose bowel movements just prior to the onset of labour.

WHAT CAN I EXPECT WHEN I GO TO LABOUR AND BIRTHING?

A nurse will meet you and ask you to change into one of our hospital gowns. Your pregnancy history will be 
reviewed and updated. A full assessment will be completed that includes your temperature, pulse and blood 
pressure.	A	fetal	monitor	will	be	placed	on	your	stomach	to	check	your	baby’s	heart	rate.	As	well	a	nurse	will	do	
a vaginal examination to determine the dilation of your cervix

Your nurse will then contact your healthcare provider and give a report on your labour. You will be offered clear 
fluids	(water,	ginger	ale,	apple	juice)	and/	or	ice	chips,	if	permitted.		You	and	your	partner	will	have	an	 
opportunity to discuss with your nurse your wishes and/or birth plan. Your nurse will discuss comfort measures
and pain management options at this time. If you are in early labour you may be discharged home with instruc-
tions about when to return to the hospital.

To protect your privacy, hospital staff cannot give any information about your progress over the phone. Please 
tell friends /relatives to wait for your call.

FETAL MONITORING WHILE IN LABOUR

Listening	to	the	baby’s	heart	rate	during	labour	and	birth	tells	the	care	providers	how	your	baby	is	tolerating	the	
normal	changes	in	blood	flow	that	occur	with	contractions.	There	are	two	methods	used	to	monitor	your	baby’s	
heart rate: 

1. Intermittent auscultation (IA) is periodic assessment of the fetal heart. IA is done using a handheld Doppler 
device, a stethoscope-like device called a fetoscope, or one part of the electronic fetal heart monitor.
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PREPARING FOR THE BIRTH OF YOUR BABY

2. Electronic fetal monitor (EFM) is continuous assessment of the fetal heart. EFM uses wide, stretchy bands 
holding	two	electronic	disks	called	transducers	against	your	abdomen,	one	to	monitor	your	baby’s	heartbeat	
and	the	other	to	track	your	contractions.	This	is	not	painful,	but	some	women	find	it	uncomfortable	to	have	the	
transducers strapped to them and it limits your walking around. EFM can also be done with internal monitors 
as well.

Research is showing that routine continuous electronic fetal monitoring for healthy women is unnecessary in 
many circumstances, and intermittent auscultation will provide all the information needed. The method that is 
used depends on your healthcare provider, your pregnancy health, the type of pain relief you may be using and 
how your labour is going.  

PAIN MANAGEMENT WHILE IN LABOUR
Pain is a normal part of a healthy labour. As labour progresses, feeling comfortable and safe will help your 
body produce brain chemicals (called endorphins) that can reduce pain and help you manage it. There are a 
variety of ways to increase your ability to cope with pain and to lessen it in labour.

Comfort measures including natural therapies, like baths, massage, music therapy and good positioning for 
labour are encouraged to help you relax. In addition, there are medications that reduce pain such as nitrous 
oxide (laughing gas), narcotics and epidurals. For more information please speak to your nurse upon arrival or 
go to the Bluewater Health website.
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CARE FOR MOM AFTER DELIVERY

If	possible,	try	to	rest	-	recovering	from	the	hard	work	of	labour	and	birth	takes	time.	If	you’re	feeling	well	
enough, you may wish to take a warm shower. Make sure you have someone nearby who can help you if you 
need support or start feeling dizzy or weak.

During the postpartum period you will likely need to take time to regain your strength, recover from birth, and 
adjust to your changing body. It is important to plan for support ahead of time, take care of yourself and ensure 
a healthy recovery.

PERI-CARE

You	may	find	that	your	bottom	(called	the	perineum	–	the	area	between	the	vagina	and	the	rectum)	is	bruised	
and swollen from the delivery. You may also be sore because you have had stitches or you have hemorrhoids.

The following suggestions will help you decrease your discomfort, prevent infections and promote healing:
• After each use of the washroom, rinse your perineum with warm water using the plastic cleansing bottle  

 that the nurse will give you. Use a pad of toilet paper and pat the area dry from front to back.
• To decrease the amount of stinging when you are urinating, use the plastic bottle with warm water to   

 spray water over your perineum and stitches while you are urinating.
• Change your pad as it becomes soiled. As you attach a clean pad to your panties, be careful not to   

	 touch	the	inside	surface	with	your	fingers.
•	 Ask	the	nurse	for	an	ice	pad	for	your	perineum	to	help	you	decrease	the	swelling	for	the	first	24	hours.		 	

 Leave the ice pad on for 20 minutes at a time.
• Do not use tampons until after you see your care provider at your six-week check-up.
• Continue with peri-care until your bleeding stops.

NOTE: Please tell your nurse if you have any difficulty passing urine or if the pain from your 
stitches begins to get worse.

CARE FOR MOM AFTER DELIVERY
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CARE FOR MOM AFTER DELIVERY

SHOWER

Patients are encouraged to shower daily. Towels and washcloths are provided.

PERINEAL TEAR OR EPISIOTOMY

Shortly after your birth, your maternity care provider will examine you for any tears or cuts and, if needed, will 
suture them with self-dissolving stitches. Episiotomies are usually routinely avoided, but when necessary are 
done using a local anaesthetic (freezing/numbing the area). There are a few scenarios where an episiotomy 
may	be	medically	necessary,	for	example,	when	your	baby’s	heart	rate	shows	that	he	or	she	is	not	tolerating	
labour well and needs to be born quickly or if forceps are needed.
 
The stitches that were used to repair the episiotomy (cut) or tear will dissolve, usually within six weeks.  Recov-
ery usually takes about four to six weeks for the area to completely heal. Occasionally, you may notice a piece 
of suture on your sanitary pad or on toilet tissue. If you are having any discomfort, be sure to take the pain 
medication that your care provider has prescribed. It will help make your perineal area feel better faster.

VAGINAL BLEEDING

After	the	birth	of	your	baby	you	will	have	vaginal	bleeding,	which	may	continue	for	up	to	six	weeks.	At	first,	the	
bleeding (called lochia) will be dark red and like a heavy period. The colour and amount will change in a few 
hours to moderate dark red, to a pinkish colour after a few days, then to a scant brownish discharge.
The following guidelines will help you determine the severity of your vaginal bleeding
o Severe bleeding means that you are soaking through your usual pads each hour for two or more hours. 
For most women soaking through their usual pads every hour for two or more hours is not normal and consid-
ered severe.
o Moderate bleeding means  that you are soaking more than one pad in three hours
o Mild bleeding means that you are soaking les than one pad in more than three hours
o Minimal bleeding means spotting or a few drops of blood

If	you	are	breastfeeding,	it	is	normal	to	experience	an	increase	in	flow	of	brighter	red	blood	following	a	feeding.	
This	will	decrease	over	time.	If	your	flow	(lochia)	changes	from	a	scant	discharge	back	to	a	bright	red	flow	after	
you are home, it may be from too much activity and more frequent rest periods may be needed. 

While in the hospital, please let your nurse know if:
1) Your bleeding increases; 
2) You pass clots larger than a loonie; or 
3)	 Your	vaginal	flow	has	a	bad	odour.

ABDOMINAL CRAMPING

After-pains are normal following delivery, but the discomfort will begin to lessen after a few days. If you have 
had other pregnancies or if you are breastfeeding you may notice an increase in cramping. If this is the case, 
discuss with your nurse the pain relief options available.

POSTPARTUM PAIN MANAGEMENT

Pain	medication	is	available	to	you	for	your	comfort.	Please	ask	your	nurse	when	you	first	start	to	feel	discom-
fort. Do not wait until the pain is intense. Your nurse may also suggest other available non-medicinal pain relief 
options.
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CARE FOR MOM AFTER DELIVERY

BOWEL MOVEMENTS

You may not have a bowel movement for two to three days after the birth of your baby. Your care provider may 
order or prescribe a treatment for bowel management.

HEMORRHOIDS

Hemorrhoids are swollen veins around the rectum. They can be very sore after delivery. To help decrease the 
discomfort and promote healing, your nurse will suggest the following:

•	 Use	ice	pads	for	the	first	24	hours.
• Apply witch hazel topical wipes (Tucks) – available from your nurse or they may be bought at the drug   
 store when you go home.
• Try to avoid sitting for long periods of time. Maintain a side-lying position as much as possible. If you   
 are nursing, ask your nurse to teach you how to feed on your side.
•	 Keep	your	bowel	movements	soft	by	eating	a	high	fiber	diet	and	drinking	as	much	water	as	you	can.		 	
 You may also receive a mild stool softener before you go home or your care provider may give you a   
 prescription for a laxative.
• Your care provider will also order a hemorrhoid cream for you – use it as he/she recommends.

ONCE HOME IF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING OCCUR, PLEASE CALL YOUR CARE  
PROVIDER OR GO TO THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT: 

•	 Your	flow	changes	to	bright	red;	
• You soak one pad in an hour; 
•	 You	start	to	pass	clots	(after	the	first	24	to	48	hours);
• You have a fever over 38°C or 100.4°F;
•	 Your	vaginal	flow	smells	bad;
• You have pain when you urinate or if you urinate frequently or in small amounts;
• The perineal area becomes hot, swollen and reddened;
• The episiotomy or tear site is becoming more painful instead of feeling better;
• You have trouble breathing; or
• The area around your episiotomy (or tear) is becoming more painful and the stitches are coming apart

RH IMMUNE GLOBULIN

This is an injection given to mothers with negative blood types who have a baby with a positive blood type. It is 
given to stop the mother from building up antibodies against future positive blood type babies. It will be given 
within	72	hours	of	birth.	It	is	not	given	if	the	baby’s	blood	is	also	negative.

RUBELLA VACCINE

Your healthcare provider sent you for prenatal bloodwork. One of the items tested in your blood looks at your 
immunity to Rubella or German Measles.  If you are not immune (protected against Rubella or German Mea-
sles), you need to have an injection of the Rubella vaccine to make sure you are protected. Your care provider 
will order this vaccine to be given after your baby is born.

• Rubella is very dangerous for pregnant women. If a woman gets Rubella in the early part of a  
 pregnancy, it is very likely that her baby will be born with severe birth defects. The most common  
 effects are blindness, deafness, developmental delays and heart defects.
• Do not get pregnant for one month after getting the vaccine.
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SIDE EFFECTS OF RUBELLA VACCINE:
• Rubella vaccine may cause a mild fever and rash six to 10 days after getting the shot. 
•	 In	as	many	as	one	in	five	teenage	girls	and	adult	women,	Rubella	vaccine	may	cause	painful	swelling		 	
 of some joints within three to four weeks after vaccination. The joint pain and swelling usually lasts only   
 a few days. 
• Very rarely, chronic arthritis may occur.

POSTPARTUM EXERCISES

These	exercises	may	be	done	only	with	your	care	provider’s	permission.	They	are	designed	to	improve	tone	in	
the	abdominal	and	pelvic	floor	muscles.	At	first,	repeat	each	exercise	six	times.	Then	gradually	increase	to	12	
times. Each exercise should be done slowly and smoothly. The exercises should be continued until your  
six-week check-up with your care provider.

KEGEL EXERCISES 

1)	When	at	the	toilet,	practice	stopping	and	starting	the	flow	of	urine.
2)	Lie	on	your	back	with	knees	bent,	feet	resting	on	the	bed	or	floor.	Pull	up	between	your	legs	as	if	trying		 	
    to hold back urine. This exercise can be practiced at home when sitting or standing.

PELVIC TILTING

Lie with knees bent, one hand under the small of your back. Tighten your tummy and press your back down on 
to your hand.

GENERAL POSTURE CORRECTION

Stand	with	your	back	against	the	wall	and	heels	about	four	inches	from	the	wall.	Tuck	hips	under	and	flatten	
the	small	part	of	your	back	against	the	wall.	Raise	your	chest	so	that	your	upper	back	is	flat	against	the	wall.	
Try to maintain this posture during your daily activities.
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CARE FOR MOM AFTER DELIVERY

EXERCISES FOR ABDOMINAL AND BACK MUSCLES
1)			Lie	on	your	back	with	knees	bent,	feet	resting	on	a	bed	or	on	the	floor.	Stretch	hands	towards	knees,		 	
	 lifting	head	and	shoulder	off	the	bed	or	floor	and	then	lower.
2)  Same position as (1). Clasp your hands in front of you. Tuck your chin in and reach down to touch   
 hands to outside of right knee. Return to starting position slowly; relax then repeat to the left.
3)   Starting from the same position as in (1) keeping knees together, drop them to one side then to the   
	 other.	Try	to	keep	both	shoulders	flat	on	the	bed	or	floor	while	doing	this.
4)			Lie	on	your	back	with	legs	straight.	Stretch	your	left	leg	down	the	bed	or	floor	as	far	as	possible,	feeling		
	 you	have	made	it	longer	than	the	right	one.	You	can	feel	the	waist	muscles	doing	this	work.	Repeat	five			
 times then do the same exercise six times with the right leg.

Suggestions:
• Working surfaces should be high enough so that you can maintain good posture and not have to bend   
 forward for long periods.
• When holding the baby, keep your shoulders back, and avoid slumping forward.
•	 Avoid	wearing	abdominal	support	garments	unless	your	care	provider	directs	you,	so	you	don’t	rely	on		 	
 them rather than using your abdominal muscles to hold your abdomen in.
• When lifting objects from lower levels, bend your knees and keep your back straight.

SEXUAL RELATIONS AFTER DELIVERY

The decision to resume intercourse is a personal one and the right time for you will be when both of you are 
comfortable. Many couples are not prepared for the impact having a baby has on their sexual relations, interest 
and responses. Many adjustments must be made by both of you. It helps if you speak frankly to each other 
about how parenting is affecting your sexual response to each other, your feelings and your needs.

Once stitches are healed, bleeding has stopped (usually two to six weeks) and you are comfortable, inter-
course	can	be	resumed.	Some	couples	would	rather	wait	until	after	the	mother’s	six-week	check-up	with	her	
care provider. It is not unusual for some women to require a longer period of time before they are ready.

After two to three months, sexual responses gradually return to what they were before pregnancy. The many 
physical and hormonal changes that occur after having a baby that may affect your sexual relations include:

• Shorter and weaker orgasm (due to weaker vaginal muscles); 
• Less lubrication in the vagina;
• Longer arousal time;
• Fatigue for both Mom and Dad;
• Discomfort during intercourse; and 
• Fear of hurting the incision after Caesarean birth (if applicable).

The following suggestions may help you deal with these temporary changes:
• Daily repetitions of Kegel and pelvic exercises to help restore pelvic and vaginal muscle tone.
• Use of a vaginal lubricant such as K-Y jelly or spermicidal cream helps decrease the discomfort from   
 dryness in the vagina – Vaseline is not recommended as it can damage condoms.
• Increased fondling, cuddling and kissing may help get each other interested in lovemaking.
• Use of various positions will lessen the pressure on the tender areas in the vaginal area, the abdomen   
 and the breasts.
• Try placing a pillow under your hips to decrease pressure during intercourse.
• If you had a C-section delivery you might try a side-lying position where the woman can control penile   
 penetration and avoid pressure on her incision.
• To avoid pressure or discomfort, you may want to position yourself on top so that you can control the   
 entry of the penis.
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IF YOU ARE BREASTFEEDING

You	may	find	that	your	breasts	are	tender	and	full	and	that	you	will	have	a	milk	letdown	(leaking)	during	or-
gasm. Nursing your baby before lovemaking will help to prevent this and also decreases the chance of being 
interrupted by a crying baby.

BIRTH CONTROL

Should you decide to have intercourse before you see your care provider, be sure to use an effective contra-
ceptive method. Discuss which method of birth control you will use with your partner. Once you have chosen a 
specific	method,	consistency	and	proper	use	is	extremely	important.	Discuss	further	contraception	options	with	
your care provider at your six-week check-up.

You’re	unlikely	to	have	any	periods	if	you	breastfeed	exclusively	(give	your	baby	breast	milk	only)	and	your	
baby is under six months old. Because of this, some women use breastfeeding as a form of natural contracep-
tion. This is known as the Lactational Amenorrhea Method (LAM).

It’s	important	to	start	using	another	form	of	contraception	if:
• Your baby is more than six months old.
•	 You	give	them	anything	else	apart	from	breast	milk,	such	as	a	pacifier,	formula	or	solid	foods.
• Your periods start again.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Information about female assault is included here because research shows that one in six women are abused 
by their partners and 40% of these assaults begin during pregnancy.

The	Women’s	Interval	Home	provides	24-hour	emergency	shelter	and	confidential	counseling	services	to	wom-
en and their children caught in family violence. Survivors of family violence can drop in or telephone the shelter 
to talk and can also take part in support programs for women and children. Women must be 16 years of age 
and may stay for up to one month. For further information call 519-336-5200 or 1-800-265-1412.
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POSTPARTUM ADJUSTMENT

Following the birth of a baby, wide ranges of feelings are possible. Often there are the expected feelings of 
excitement	and	joy,	along	with	the	relief	that	“it’s	all	over!”	Parents	may	also	feel	overwhelmed,	uncertain,	frus-
trated or anxious.

Caring for an infant is hard work. Regardless of how prepared you were or how much you looked forward to 
your	baby’s	birth,	this	first	year	may	include	some	unexpected	“highs”	and	“lows.”	Time,	patience	and	support	
from family and friends are all helpful during this period of adjustment. Sometimes, in spite of help and support, 
women may feel bewildered and concerned about themselves. YOU ARE NOT ALONE. These more confusing 
emotions	are	classified	in	three	ways:

1.BLUES
“The	Blues”	is	an	extremely	common	reaction	occurring	in	the	first	two	weeks	after	delivery,	usually	appearing	
suddenly on the third or fourth day. Fifty to 80% of new mothers experience this feeling of let-down after the 
emotionally charged experience of birth. Symptoms may include crying for no apparent reason, impatience, 
irritability, restlessness and anxiety. This is the most well-known of the postpartum reactions. Symptoms of the 
blues	are	briefly	unpleasant	and	usually	disappear	on	their	own,	sometimes	as	quickly	as	they	came.

2.POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION (PPD)
Although one in 10 new moms experiences some degree of postpartum depression (PPD), it still remains one 
of the least known postpartum reactions. It can occur within days of the delivery or appear gradually, some-
times up to a year later.

Symptoms may include:
• Nervousness, anxiety, panic;
• Sluggishness, fatigue, exhaustion;
• Sadness, depression, hopelessness;
• Appetite and sleep disturbances; or
• Poor concentration, confusion, memory loss. 
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Since	PPD	is	a	real	ailment,	you	may	also	have	specific	physical	symptoms	such	as:	
• Over-concern for the baby;
•	 Difficulty	breathing;	
• Uncontrollable crying, irritability; 
• Nausea/constipation/diarrhea; 
• Lack of interest in the baby; 
• Dizziness; 
• Fear of harming the baby and/or yourself;
• Poor concentration;
• Exaggerated highs and/or lows;
• Nightmares;
• Lack of interest in sex;
• Shakiness; and
• Headaches.

A woman suffering from PPD may experience one or a combination of the previously listed symptoms. The 
symptoms may range from mild to severe. They may be changeable, with “good” days alternating with “bad” 
days. Although PPD does not take the same form for every woman, all of the symptoms can be equally de-
pressing often leave the woman wonder if she is “going crazy.” If symptoms last longer than two weeks call 
your care provider.

3.POSTPARTUM PSYCHOSIS – THIS IS AN EMERGENCY
Postpartum psychosis is the most severe and fortunately, the least common postpartum reaction. It occurs in 
about	one	in	1,000	women,	usually	within	the	first	two	weeks	after	birth.	Symptoms	are	very	exaggerated	and	
sever and may include insomnia, hallucination, agitation and bizarre feelings or behaviour. Postpartum psycho-
sis is a serious emergency and requires immediate medical help. This is a biological problem. You cannot help 
yourself.

WHO IS AFFECTED?

Any women who has had a baby within the past year or so can be affected, regardless of how many previously 
uncomplicated postpartum adjustments she has had. Most women have never experienced anything like this at 
any other time in their lives.

WHY?

The cause of postpartum blues, depression and psychosis are unknown. The postpartum period is a time of 
enormous biochemical upheaval, as well as a time of social and psychological adjustments, which place many 
demands on the new mother and her family. It is important to realize that these symptoms are not a sign of 
weakness or inadequacy.

TREATMENT

Treatment for postpartum distress varies, depending on the type and severity of symptoms. All of the symp-
toms, from mild to the most severe, are temporary and treatable with support and skilled professional help.

YOU ARE NOT ALONE. BE PATIENT.  
TAKE ONE DAY AT A TIME. SEEK HELP
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4.Paternal Postpartum Depression (PPPD)
The birth of a child can be emotionally challenging for many parents. Studies have shown that one in 10 dads 
has PPPD and fathers also appear to be more likely to suffer from depression three to six months after their 
baby is born.

Depression in men often looks different than it does in women. While some men do exhibit classic symptoms 
of sadness, others become irritable, agitated, or angry. Dads may have shortness of breath, heart palpitations, 
or full-blown panic attacks. Men may feel worthless; lose interest in sex or activities that used to bring them joy; 
or engage in such risky behaviors such as abusing alcohol or drugs. 
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•  Taking care of yourself should be a top 
   priority. You cannot do it alone.
•  Keep in good shape – diet, exercise, and   
   rest help give you more energy.
•  Sleep when baby sleeps. 
   Fatigue contributes to depression.
•  Accept help with housework.
•  Talk to someone who really listens.  
   Express your feelings.
•  Set realistic expectations. Accept being 
   less than perfect.

•  Nurture yourself – make time for yourself.   
   (Needing your own space does not make  
			you	a	selfish	mother.)
•  Simplify your life.
•  Get out of the house – go for a short walk.
•  Accept your feelings – crying is healthy.
•  Set priorities.

If you have symptoms of depression that last 
longer than two weeks, call your healthcare 
provider.

TIPS FOR NEW MOMS AND DADS
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THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT CAESAREAN SECTION

A caesarean section, or c-section, is the delivery of the baby through an abdominal incision and it is usually 
done	to	protect	your	and/or	your	baby’s	health.		A	caesarean	section	may	be	necessary	for	some	women,	but	
comes	with	a	higher	risk	for	complications	and	a	more	difficult	recovery	compared	to	vaginal	birth.
Having	a	caesarean	section	in	one	pregnancy	increases	a	woman’s	chances	of	having	a	caesarean	section	in	
subsequent pregnancies, although there are high success rates of vaginal birth after past caesarean sections.

WHEN AND WHY WOULD I HAVE A CAESAREAN BIRTH

A caesarean section can be done before or during labour and may be performed if:
• the cervix does not open completely.
• labour is not progressing.
•	 the	baby	is	too	big	to	fit	through	the	mother’s	pelvis.
• the baby is in distress (not tolerating labour well).
•	 multiple	babies	(twins	or	triplets)	are	in	difficult	positions.
•	 the	baby	is	in	a	breech	(bottom	or	feet	first)	or	transverse	(sideways)	position.
• the mother has a serious medical condition.
• the mother has active herpes lesions on her genitals that make vaginal birth unsafe for the baby.  

IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT A CAESAREAN SECTION

It is usually recommended that you stay longer in the hospital than a vaginal birth following a c-section to mon-
itor your health. You can expect at least four weeks for healing, although discomfort may sometimes occur for 
about one year. Experts recommend beginning to move slowly and avoiding excess strain on your abdomen 
is important. Be gentle with yourself and your body, and take time to rest, as this is important in recovery. This 
booklet will help you understand your care needs before and after a caesarean section.
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THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT CAESAREAN SECTION

BEFORE YOUR SURGERY

PRIOR TO SURGERY
• Ensure that you have had your blood work drawn within 72 hours of your scheduled surgery.

THE NIGHT BEFORE
• Do not have anything to eat or drink starting at midnight the evening before surgery. This is very  
 important to ensure your safety during the anesthetic.
• Have a shower before coming to the hospital and remove all make-up, including nail polish  
 on hands and feet.
• Do not wear jewelry of any kind to surgery.
• Use the antibacterial skin wash that was provided to you at your pre-admission clinic visit.

AT THE HOSPITAL
• You will need to register at Patient Registration and arrive at the Maternity unit two to three hours  
  before your surgery time.
• About 30 minutes before your surgery, you will be walked into the operating room. Your partner and   
      your family can stay with you until this time. Your partner will be brought into the operating room to  
      support you during the surgery once you are settled.
• Once stable, you will return to your room on the Maternal Infant Child unit to recover with your baby.   
      Initial recovery takes three to four hours. We do make every attempt to keep mother and baby together   
 but at times depending on the situation it may be most appropriate for you to recover in Post-Anesthetic  
 Care unit (Recovery Room).
• Your family can join you when you are back in your room.

CATHETER
A catheter tube will be placed into your urethra before surgery, allowing the bladder to remain empty during 
surgery. The catheter is usually taken out the morning after your surgery. Once the catheter is removed, you 
will be helped to get up and walk to the washroom.

INTRAVENOUS LINE (IV)
An intravenous line will be started in your arm before surgery so that drugs or blood may be given during  
surgery.	The	IV	is	important	for	medication	delivery	and	to	ensure	your	fluid	levels	are	kept	stable	during	and	
after surgery. As well you will receive antibiotics as a  preventative measure against  infection.

Your healthcare provider will discuss the type of anesthetic that is recommended for your safety and care. 
There are two types of anesthetic available: regional anesthesia (spinal or epidural) or general anesthesia.

AFTER SURGERY

After a routine caesarean section, expect to be monitored closely for the next 24 hours to make sure that you 
don’t	develop	any	problems.	You	will	receive	pain	medicine	and	will	likely	be	encouraged	to	begin	walking	short	
distances after your surgery. Walking can help relieve gas buildup in the abdomen. It is usually very uncom-
fortable to begin walking, but the pain will decrease in the days after the delivery. It is important to take care of 
yourself at home while you are healing.

HOW TO MANAGE GAS PAINS:
1.	 Get	up	in	the	halls	as	soon	as	possible.	Please	check	with	your	nurse	first.
2.	 Avoid	carbonated,	very	hot	or	very	cold	drinks.	Remember	it	is	important	to	drinks	lots	of	fluids	though.
3. Avoid using a straw.
4. When in bed, lay on your left side (this promotes passage of gas).
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YOUR INCISION:
Your incision may have stitches or staples. Some stitches do not need to be removed because they dissolve. 
Your	nurse	will	arrange	for	you	to	return	to	the	hospital	to	have	your	staples	removed	on	day	five	to	seven.

WHEN YOU GET HOME, LOOK AT YOUR INCISION DAILY.  
• If you have strips of tape on the incision, leave the tape on for a week or until it falls off.
• Wash the area daily with warm, soapy water, and pat it dry. Other cleaning products, such as 
 hydrogen peroxide, can make the wound heal more slowly. You may cover the area with a gauze  
 bandage if it weeps or rubs against clothing. Change the bandage every day. Try to leave it open to air   
 to promote healing.
• Keep the area clean and dry.

IF YOU NOTICE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING, CALL YOUR HEALTHCARE PROVIDER OR GO TO THE 
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT:

1. Increased redness, tenderness, warmth, pain,  or swelling along the incision line.
2. Bleeding or other discharge from the incision site.
3. Opening of the incision.
4. If you have a fever.

SHOWER:
After the dressing has been removed, you may start having daily showers (usually around day two).

VAGINAL FLOW:
A mother having delivered by caesarean section can expect to have vaginal bleeding the same as vaginal 
delivery.	This	flow	can	last	for	up	to	six	weeks.	It	will	be	brighter	in	colour	for	the	first	few	days,	changing	to	
brownish then to a clear discharge over the six week period

If	your	flow	increases	or	the	colour	becomes	bright,	this	may	be	a	sign	that	you	are	doing	too	much.	If	you	are	
soaking a pad within an hour, you need to go to the Emergency Department.

DIET:
Your	nurse	will	give	you	clear	fluids	and	gradually	increase	to	a	full	diet	as	tolerated.	There	is	a	patient	kitchen	
within the unit where you can help yourself to drinks. 

• You can eat the foods that are in your normal diet. If your stomach is upset, try bland, low-fat foods like   
 plain rice, broiled chicken, toast, and yogurt.
•	 Drink	plenty	of	fluids	especially	if	you	are	breastfeeding
• You may notice that your bowel movements are not regular right after your surgery. This is common.   
	 Try	to	avoid	constipation	and	straining	with	bowel	movements.	You	may	want	to	take	a	fibre	supplement		
 every day. If you have not had a bowel movement after a couple of days, ask your doctor about taking a  
 mild laxative.

ACTIVITY:
During the postpartum period you will likely need to take time to regain your strength, recover from birth, and 
adjust to your changing body. It is important to plan for support ahead of time, take care of yourself and ensure 
a healthy recovery.  To do so follow these suggestions:

• Rest when you feel tired. Getting enough sleep will help you recover.
• Try to walk each day. Start by walking a little more than you did the day before. Bit by bit, increase the   
	 amount	you	walk.	Walking	boosts	blood	flow	and	helps	prevent	pneumonia,	constipation,	and		 	 	
 blood clots.
• Avoid strenuous activities, such as bicycle riding, jogging, weightlifting, and aerobic exercise, for six   
 weeks or until your healthcare provider says it is okay.
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• Until your doctor says it is okay, do not lift anything heavier than your baby.
• Do not do sit-ups or other exercises that strain the belly muscles for six weeks or until your doctor  
 says it is okay.
• Hold a pillow over your incision when you cough or take deep breaths. This will support your belly and   
 reduce your pain.
• You may shower as usual. Pat the incision dry when you are done.
• You will have some vaginal bleeding. Wear sanitary pads. Do not douche or use tampons until your   
 doctor says it is okay.
• Ask your doctor when you can drive again.
• You will probably need to take at least six weeks off work. It depends on the type of work you do and   
      how you feel.
• Ask your doctor when it is okay for you to have sex.

When you get out of bed for the first time after surgery, make sure someone is there to assist you. Get-
ting out of bed after surgery can be difficult. Follow these simple steps to assist you:

• Lie on your side, bend your knees and slowly slide your feet to the edge of the bed.
• Use your underneath arm to push up to a sitting position, while the other hand supports  
 your incision for comfort.
• Take a deep breath and slide your legs over the edge.
• Sit for a couple of minutes and swing your feet a few times.
• Hold onto the bedside or a support person, take another deep breath, tighten your buttocks  
 and abdominal muscles as you gradually put your weight on your feet.

IMPORTANT EXERCISES FOLLOWING CAESAREAN BIRTH

DEEP BREATHING AND COUGHING EXERCISES:
It is important to keep your lungs clear of mucous. Deep breathing and coughing exercises help to prevent  
lung	problems	after	surgery.	These	should	be	done	five	times	every	four	hours	for	the	first	few	days	 
following surgery.

1. Lie on your back, knees bent. Place a pillow over your stomach.
2.	 Press	gently	but	firmly	with	both	arms	supporting	your	incision.
3. Breathe in deeply through the nose, then with lips slightly parted, breathe out through the mouth. Do   
	 this	five	times.
4. Prepare to cough (Keep knees bent and support incision with pillow).
5.	 Take	a	deep	breath	and	cough	firmly	as	you	breathe	out.	(You	will	not	damage	your	incision	 
 by coughing in this manner).

CIRCULATION EXERCISES:
While you may want to stay in bed and “heal,” lying around can end up doing a disservice to your body.   
Moving soon after surgery will improve blood circulation to the surgical site, allowing the muscle tissue to  
heal faster. Failure to move causes the blood to pool, which can lead to an increase of swelling and a risk of 
blood clots. 
SOME SUGGESTIONS THAT WILL HELP:

•	 Feet	–	Move	ankles	up	and	down	firmly.	Also	make	circles	with	your	feet	at	the	ankles	together 
 and separately
• Thigh Tightening and Leg Bracing – Tighten all muscles in the legs, knees, thighs and buttocks and pull  
	 toes	up.	Hold	for	five	seconds.	Relax	muscles.
• Bending and Straightening Alternate Knees – Lie on your back with one knee bent and the other out   
 straight, then slide the heel of the bent leg down to the straight leg and back up to a bent knee. Repeat   
      with the other leg.
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POSTNATAL EXERCISES:
These exercises are designed to tone and strengthen lower abdominal and pelvis muscles which become 
overstretched	during	pregnancy.	You	may	start	with	the	following	exercises	on	the	fifth	day	following	your	 
caesarean	section.	Repeat	each	item	10	times.	Do	three	to	fives	sets	per	day.

1. PELVIC FLOOR EXERCISES – Lie on your back with knees bent, place pillow between your knees.  
	 Inhale	as	you	contract	the	buttocks	muscles	then	pull	in	and	up	between	your	legs	for	a	count	of	five.	
Exhale as you relax. Begin with one set of 10, then gradually increase. Do three sets per day for six weeks 
until you have good bladder control. This exercise may be done without the pillow and later in any position 
–		 sitting,	standing	and	squatting.	Also	when	at	the	toilet	practice	stopping	and	starting	the	flow	of	urine.

2. PELVIC TILTING – Lie on your back or side with your knees bent, then tilt the pelvis backwards by 
flattening	the	hollow	of	your	back,	then	contract	your	abdominal	muscles	and	tighten	your	buttocks.	While	
breathing out, gently rock the pelvis back and forth using your abdominal and buttock muscles, tighten 
(when breathing out) and relax (when breathing in). 

3. GENERAL POSTURE CORRECTION – Stand your back against the wall and heels about four inches 
from	the	wall.	Tuck	hips	under	and	flatten	the	small	part	of	your	back	against	the	wall.	Raise	your	chest	so	
that	your	upper	back	is	flat	against	the	wall.	Try	to	maintain	this	posture	during	your	daily	activities.

4. MODIFIED CAESAREAN SIT-UP – Lie on your back and bend your knees. Tuck in your chin and 
breathe deeply. As you reach toward your knees, breathe out while tightening abdominal muscles.

WHEN TO RESUME NORMAL ACTIVITIES
You are not to do any lifting for six weeks following your surgery (nothing heavier than the baby) as the mus-
cles need time to heal from the incision. Allow friends or family to do the shopping, vacuuming and cleaning. If 
you have a toddler at home, allow him or her to climb up onto your lap instead of you lifting.

At your six-week check-up, consult with your healthcare provider about introducing regular exercises into your 
routine. You must have normal abdominal strength before you return to any strenuous exercise program or 
sports.	This	may	take	between	three	to	12	months	depending	on	your	fitness	level	before	the	pregnancy	and	
how often you exercise.

WHAT ABOUT FUTURE BIRTHS AFTER A CAESAREAN SECTION?

Most women who have had a caesarean can have a vaginal birth for their next child. This can be a safe choice 
for most women. Whether it is right for you depends on several things, including why you had a caesarean sec-
tion	before	and	how	many	caesarean	sections	you’ve	had.		A	woman	who	chooses	vaginal	birth	after	caesare-
an section is closely monitored. As with any labour, if the mother or baby shows signs of distress, an emergen-
cy caesarean section is done.

Your healthcare provider should offer you a “trial of labour” or an attempt to have a vaginal birth if:
• your pregnancy is normal
• the reason you had a caesarean before no longer applies, e.g., a large baby
• the incision you had before is across your uterus, not up and down
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WHAT TO EXPECT FOR THE BIRTH OF YOUR BABY 

1.	Baby’s	cord	will	be	clamped	and	cut.	Sometimes	a	special	person	is	chosen	to	assist	with	the	cutting.	
Please	discuss	this	with	your	healthcare	provider.	The	cord	will	fall	off	by	itself	in	the	first	week	or	so	after	
birth.	Research	shows	that	waiting	to	cut	the	cord,	if	possible,	rather	than	cutting	it	in	the	first	few	sec-
onds after the birth, can be important to the well-being of your baby. Delayed cord clamping allows the 
baby to retain more of his or her blood and leaves less blood behind in the placenta.

2. Your baby will be placed skin-to skin on your chest and dried by the nurse.  Most babies are alert and 
awake during this time, which makes it a good time to start feeding your baby; 

3.	Your	nurse	will	put	identification	bands	on	the	baby’s	wrist	and	ankle.	

SKIN-TO-SKIN

Skin-to-skin contact should take place immediately after birth and in the weeks and months following birth 
with	your	baby	naked	or	in	a	diaper	(not	wrapped	in	a	blanket)	lying	directly	on	your	(or	your	partner’s)	
bare	chest	or	belly.	Skin-to-skin	contact	has	many	benefits	for	both	you	and	your	baby	including	stabiliz-
ing	your	baby’s	temperature,	breathing	rate,	heart	rate,	and	blood	sugar,	improving	chances	of	successful	
breastfeeding, encouraging bonding between mother and baby, releasing calming hormones in the moth-
er, and lessening the frequency of crying.

CARE FOR YOUR BABY AFTER BIRTH

4
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WHAT HAPPENS IF MY BABY IS SICK?

Our staff is trained for emergency situations. There is a pediatrician on-call at all times. If the pediatrician 
is	concerned	about	your	baby’s	condition,	he/she	will	be	transferred	to	our	Special	Care	Nursery.	Should	
your baby require services unavailable at this hospital, a Critical Care Transport Team is available to 
transfer your baby to the most appropriate facility.

EXAMS AND TESTS FOR YOUR BABY: 
1)	 Apgar	scores	are	done	at	one	minute	and	five	minutes	of	age	to	assess	breathing,	heart	rate,		 	
 temperature, colour and muscle tone; 
2) Weight and length; 
3) Head-to-toe assessment; 
4) Cord blood sample; 
5) Glucose (blood sugar) if you are a diabetic or if the baby is small or large, a small amount of 
blood will be taken by a heel prick to complete testing; 
6) Bilirubin; 
7) NB Screening 
 • Blood Screening is completed to identify disorders that may cause developmental delays or   
   have life-threatening consequences when not treated. (completed after 24 hours of age)
 • Critical Congenital Heart Screening (CCHD) is a safe, quick and painless test completed at the  
    bedside that can detect low oxygen levels, a common sign of CCHD. (completed after 24 hours  
    of age)
 • Infant Hearing Screening

MEDICATIONS FOR BABY 

Newborns	have	low	levels	of	vitamin	K.	Vitamin	K	is	made	normally	in	the	intestines.	Your	baby’s	intes-
tines	won’t	be	able	to	produce	Vitamin	K	until	after	one	week	of	age.	They	cannot	reliably	get	enough	
from	breastmilk	or	infant	formula.	An	injection	of	Vitamin	K	is	given	in	baby’s	thigh	to	help	prevent	bleed-
ing problems. 
Shortly	after	birth,	your	maternity	care	provider	will	apply	an	ointment	(Erythromycin)	to	your	baby’s	eyes	
that contains an antibiotic that helps to prevent eye infections. 

ROOMING-IN 

Your baby will room-in with you for your stay in the hospital. This time with your baby will help you get 
to know each other better. Your nurse will be there to help you learn about feeding and caring for your 
baby. 

Remember	that	you	are	learning	and	that	you	may	feel	awkward	at	first.	Be	patient	with	yourself!	You	will	
feel more comfortable with time and practice. Always ask for help from your nurse if you are uncomfort-
able. 

When leaving your room and walking around the unit with baby, please ensure baby is in the bassinette. 
It is hospital policy for baby to remain in the bassinette as a safety measure. 
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IDENTIFICATION ARMBANDS 

In	the	Birthing	Room,	after	your	baby	has	been	born,	the	nurse	will	place	identification	bands	on	his/
her	ankle	and	wrist.	A	matching	armband	will	be	put	on	mom’s	wrist.	A	fourth	band	will	be	placed	on	the	
person	of	mom’s	choice	(e.g.,	father,	grandma,	or	support	person).	These	bands	are	not	to	be	removed	
at	any	time.	Hospital	staff	will	not	give	your	baby	to	anyone	that	is	not	wearing	matching	identification	
armbands.

HUGS INFANT PROTECTION SYSTEM 

The Hugs infant protection system is designed to prevent infants from being removed from a medical 
facility without authorization. Every infant wears a Hugs tag on the ankle, and every exit point of the Ma-
ternal/Infant/Child unit is electronically monitored to detect the tags.This means staff and family can move 
freely within the protected zone, but no one can remove an infant without Hugs alerting hospital staff. 

Hugs will generate an alarm if: 
1) Someone tries to exit through a protected door or elevator with a monitored infant, without authorization. 
2)	 The	tags’	signal	has	not	been	detected	by	the	system	for	a	specified	time	period.
3) The strap has been cut or tampered with. This system is put in place for the protection of your 
baby for the length of your stay. If you have any questions, please ask your nurse. 

YOUR BABY’S WEIGHT

Babies	typically	lose	weight	for	the	first	three	or	four	days	after	they	are	born.	After	that	initial	loss,	they	
should begin to gain at least 20 to 30 grams (almost 1 oz) a day.

Babies should be back to their birth weight by the time they are 10 to 14 days old. If your baby is not 
back to birth weight at 14 days, take your baby to your healthcare provider. 
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Your baby should be checked and weighed by your care provider within 48 to 72 hours of leaving the 
hospital	or	at	any	point	if	you	feel	your	baby	isn’t	well.		If	your	baby	was	born	preterm,	you	will	develop	a	
plan for follow-up care with your healthcare team before your baby leaves the hospital.

ABOUT YOUR BABY’S CORD

Right	after	birth,	your	baby’s	cord	is	soft	and	thick.	Over	the	next	several	days,	the	cord	will	become	dry	
and hard. The cord will usually fall off within seven to 14 days, but may come off earlier or take as long as 
three weeks. 

It	is	important	to	pay	attention	to	your	baby’s	cord	area	to	make	sure	it	is	not	overly	red,	swollen,	or	ooz-
ing	discharge,	and	that	it	doesn’t	have	an	overwhelming	odour.	Also	watch	your	baby	for	signs	of	a	fever.	
These are all signs of infection and you should contact your healthcare provider if you are concerned. 

YOUR NEW BABY’S APPEARANCE

VERNIX –	If	you	have	not	seen	a	newborn	before,	you	may	be	surprised	by	your	baby’s	appearance.	
You will notice at birth he/she is a bluish colour, but with crying, his/her colour will become more pink. You 
may also notice a white, waxy substance on his/her skin. This is called vernix and has protected your 
baby’s	skin	in	the	uterus.	

MILIA – These are whitish, pinhead sized spots found mainly on the nose and chin. They are found on all 
babies and disappear on their own at a few weeks of age.

NEWBORN RASH (ERYTHEMA TOXICUM) –  Is a common, splotchy red rash that can affect newborns. 
Some	have	firm	yellow	or	white	bumps	surrounded	by	a	flare	of	red	skin.	The	rash	can	come	and	go	on	dif-
ferent	parts	of	the	body.	It’s	most	common	on	the	second	or	third	day	of	life,	but	can	appear	at	birth	or	within	
the	first	two	weeks.	No	treatment	is	necessary	as	it	will	clear	on	its	own	over	the	next	eight	to	10	days.

BLUE FEET AND HANDS (CUTIS MARMORATA) –	This	is	common	during	the	first	few	hours	after	ba-
by’s	birth.	It	is	also	seen	in	older	infants	when	they	are	exposed	to	cooler	temperatures.	This	will	correct	
itself once circulation of the blood is established. It has no harmful effects on the baby.

STORK BITES (NAEVUS FLAMMEUS) – Red birthmark-like markings are most often seen on the eyelid 
and	back	of	the	head.	They	usually	disappear	by	the	end	of	the	first	year.	They	are	very	common	among	
light-complexioned babies.

MONGOLIAN/BLUE SPOT (DERMAL MELANOCYTOSIS) – These are dark blue or purple bruise-like 
marks	that	are	usually	seen	just	above	the	baby’s	bottom.	They	are	common	in	Asian,	African	and	Indian	
infants	and	usually	disappear	within	the	first	four	years	of	life.	

HEMORRHAGE IN EYE – This is common and of no concern. This is the result of the birthing process 
and is the result of the rupturing of a small blood vessel in the white area (sclera) of the eye. It is caused 
during the passage of the chest through the birth canal. The blood will disappear within seven to 10 
days.
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MOLDED HEAD –	Your	baby’s	head	may	be	molded	and	bruised	as	a	result	of	labour	and	the	baby	
passing	through	the	mom’s	pelvis.	This	is	temporary	and	your	baby’s	head	will	retain	its	normal	shape	
within a week. Speak to your care provider about any concerns.

ENLARGED BREASTS – This is common among infants of both genders. It is usually noticeable by the 
third	day	of	life	and	may	last	for	several	weeks.	This	is	a	result	of	mom’s	hormones.	The	breasts	should	
not be massaged or squeezed because of the risk of tissue damage or infections.

HORMONAL CHANGES – In female infants the labia and clitoris may be swollen. There may be a white 
discharge from the vagina. Sometimes it is tinged with blood. Female hormones cause this and it is nor-
mal. In male infants, the testes may be swollen.

BATHING BABY

Bath time is a good time for you and your partner to interact with your new baby, to get to know each 
other better and to provide exercise and play time. You may bathe baby at any time of the day but always 
before a feeding to reduce spitting up.

BATH TIME SAFETY
Babies do not need a bath every day, but they do need to stay clean and dry. Every day, it is important to 
wash	your	baby’s	face,	neck,	hands	and	diaper	area	(in	that	order),	with	special	attention	to	cleaning	in	
between	their	skin	folds.	It	is	also	important	to	wipe	your	baby’s	gums	with	a	soft	clean	cloth	every	day.

Before	you	begin	bathing	your	baby,	make	sure	to	gather	the	supplies	you	may	need	first	including	a	tow-
el, wash cloth, soap or shampoo, clean diaper, clean clothes and a tub with warm water. You may also 
choose	to	sponge	bathe	your	baby	so	you	don’t	have	to	place	them	in	a	tub.	Remember	to	always	keep	
one hand on your baby while they are in the bath and never leave them unattended in the tub, not even 
for a second. Due to safety concerns, Health Canada recommends that parents do not use bath seats or 
rings.

After the bath, place your baby on a towel and pat dry, being sure to remember the skin folds. Your baby 
will cool down quickly when wet. Have clothes ready to dress your baby.

 

REMEMBER
• Examine skin for any signs of redness, irritation or cracking. 
• NEVER add hot water to the bath water while the baby is in the water.
• NEVER leave a baby alone near any water, even for a moment. When bathing baby, ignore all   
 interruptions (such as telephone calls or the doorbell) or take the baby with you.
• ALWAYS keep one hand on your baby.
• ALWAYS check water temperature using your elbow or inner wrist before lowering baby  
 into the water.
•	 ALWAYS	support	the	baby’s	head	and	neck.
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EYES AND FACE
•	 Wash	baby’s	face	using	warm	water	only.	Soap	is	not	needed	on	this	area.	
• Wipe eyes from the inner corner to the outer corner.
•	 Do	not	use	cotton	tipped	applicators	in	your	baby’s	ears,	nose,	or	eyes	as	they	can 
  harm the delicate tissues.
•	 Use	a	soft	washcloth,	and	only	clean	the	outer	part	of	the	ear.	Don’t	dig	into	the	ear	canal.
•	 Wipe	your	baby’s	gums	with	a	soft	clean	cloth	every	day.	

EARS – Wash well behind the ears and in the creases with the washcloth. 

SCALP AND HAIR
Hold	your	baby	firmly	in	the	football	position.	Your	nurse	will	show	you	how	if	you	do	not	know	how	to	
hold your baby during bath time. You can use a mild soap or baby shampoo.  Use your free hand to wet 
your	baby’s	hair.	Lather	up	and	rinse	well	with	clear	water.	Your	baby’s	scalp	is	normally	mildly	scaly.	If	
the scalp is crusty you can rub in a small amount of non-perfumed oil and then wash it off. Oil left on the 
scalp can cause a buildup of oil and skin known as cradle cap. 

BODY
Use a washcloth or your hands and mild soap. Beginning at the neck, wash baby head to toe. Also, wash 
between	the	fingers	and	toes.	Pay	particular	attention	to	the	folds	at	the	knees,	neck	and	thighs,	armpits	
and behind the ears as these areas tend to accumulate dirt. Dry each area thoroughly to prevent rashes 
from forming. 

WASH YOUR BABY’S GENITAL AREA LAST
GIRLS –	Cover	your	finger	with	the	washcloth	and	wash	front	to	back.	You	may	need	to	do	this	a	couple	
of times to wipe away mucousy discharge. Do not try to scrub away the creamy material that may be be-
tween the labia. You may notice some mucousy discharge with blood on it; this is normal and results from 
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your daughter receiving some of your hormones at birth. It will only last a few days. Wash and dry your 
daughter’s	buttocks	and	rectal	area.

BOYS – If your son is not circumcised, you should wash the tip of his penis with the washcloth. Never 
pull	back	on	the	foreskin	as	this	may	be	harmful.	Your	son’s	foreskin	will	gradually	retract	by	the	time	he	
is three or four years old. If your son is circumcised, follow the care instructions given to you at the time of 
the procedure.

CUTTING NAILS

At	birth,	babies’	nails	tend	to	be	soft	and	are	attached	to	the	skin	on	the	finger.	If	they	are	long,	nighties	
with cuffs that cover the hands will prevent your baby from scratching his/her face. Little mittens or socks 
worn	over	baby’s	hands	will	also	help	to	keep	your	baby’s	nails	from	marking	his/her	face.	To	cut	the	ba-
by’s	nails,	use	blunt	nail	scissors	and	cut	the	nail	straight	across	as	you	hold	the	skin	away	from	the	nail.	
Do	not	use	nail	clippers	as	they	tend	to	catch	the	skin.	It	is	easier	to	cut	the	baby’s	fingernails	when	baby	
is asleep.

CARE OF THE UNCIRCUMCISED PENIS

NORMAL FORESKIN RETRACTION
Some physicians feel that parents should not engage in any attempts at retraction, but this runs the risk 
of smegma collection and infection. In general, the foreskin requires minimal care. The following sugges-
tion will help maintain good hygiene.

Most	boys	will	be	able	to	retract	their	foreskins	by	the	time	they	are	five	years	old,	yet	others	will	not	be	
able to until the teenage years. As a boy becomes more aware of his body, he will most likely discover 
how to retract his own foreskin. But foreskin retraction should never be forced. Until separation occurs, 
do	not	try	to	pull	the	foreskin	back	–	especially	an	infant’s.	Forcing	the	foreskin	to	retract	before	it	is	ready	
may severely harm the penis and cause pain, bleeding and tears in the skin. If you have questions please 
ask your healthcare provider.

WHAT IS SMEGMA?
When the foreskin separates from the glans, skin cells are shed. These skin cells may look like whitish 
lumps, resembling pearls, under the foreskin. These are called smegma. Smegma is normal and nothing 
to worry about.

DOES MY SON’S FORESKIN NEED SPECIAL CLEANING?
Your	son’s	intact	or	uncircumcised	penis	requires	no	special	care	and	is	easy	to	keep	clean.	When	your	
son is an infant, bathe him regularly and wash all body parts including the genitals. Simply wash the pe-
nis with soap and warm water. Remember do not try to forcibly retract the foreskin.
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IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE I SHOULD WATCH FOR?
While your son is still a baby, you should make sure the hole in the foreskin is large enough to allow a 
normal stream when he urinates. Talk to your healthcare provider if any of the following occurs:
• The stream of urine is never heavier than a trickle;
• You baby seems to have some discomfort while urinating; or
• The foreskin becomes considerably red or swollen.

CIRCUMCISION

Male circumcision is a surgery to remove the foreskin, a fold of skin that covers and protects the rounded 
tip of the penis. After the foreskin is removed, it cannot be put back on again.
Male	circumcision	has	both	risks	and	benefits	and	there	is	no	medical	evidence	that	a	circumcised	pe-
nis is any cleaner than a non-circumcised one. It is up to you to decide whether or not you want to have 
your son circumcised. Today, circumcision is considered a non-essential procedure and is not covered by 
provincial healthcare plans.

RASHES

It is very common for newborns to have rashes or other skin problems. Most are normal and will resolve 
on	their	own	over	time.	You	should	contact	your	healthcare	provider	if	your	baby’s	skin	shows	signs	of	
being infected. Signs of infection include increased pain, swelling, or warmth in the area, red streaks 
extending from the area, pus, swollen lymph nodes in the neck, armpit, or groin, fever, or an extra fussy 
baby.

SUGGESTIONS FOR PREVENTING RASHES
1)	 Wash	your	baby’s	cloth	diapers	in	very	hot	water	and	rinse	thoroughly;
2)	 Launder	all	your	baby’s	clothing	before	using;	
3) Do not use bleach or fabric softeners as they may contain chemicals that could irritate skin;
4)	 Rinse	baby’s	clothing	well;
5) If changing brands of soap, make one change at a time – this will help identify the cause of any   
 allergic reaction; and
6) If using disposable diapers, and a rash appears, try changing brands.

ECZEMA
Eczema is a rough, red and itchy rash. It usually occurs around the ears, face, in creases and at times on 
the	legs	and	arms.	Consult	your	baby’s	healthcare	provider	if	this	rash	persists.

DIAPER RASH
Diaper rash is caused by a reaction to friction and prolonged contact with urine, stool, skin creams, oint-
ments, lotions, and retained soap. This condition often begins with a mild redness, which left untreated 
can result in skin breakdown with raised sores, scales and cracking around the diaper area.  Some baby 
rashes require special attention from your care provider. If the rash persists more than two or three days, 
the child seems uncomfortable or itchy, or has a fever along with the rash, check with your healthcare 
provider.
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DIAPERING

The	average	newborn	goes	through	eight	to	15	diapers	a	day	and	it’s	a	great	time	for	bonding.		You	will	
quickly	learn	the	funny	faces	and	behaviours	they	perform	to	give	you	the	signal	that	it’s	changing	time.	
It’s	important	to	change	your	baby’s	diaper	frequently	and	clean	them	properly	at	each	change	to	avoid	
them getting diaper rash. Be sure to wash your hands or use hand sanitizer before and after you change 
your baby. You want to make sure the area you are changing your baby is clean, safe, and you have 
everything you need near you (clean diaper, wipes, ointments or creams, etc.). Remember to never leave 
your baby unattended on a change table and keep one hand on your baby at all times. 

HERE ARE SOME MORE TIPS FOR DIAPERING YOUR NEWBORN:
• Babies move around, so keep creams, pins, etc. out of reach. Give your baby a toy to play with   
 during diaper changes.
• Wipe the diaper area with a warm, wet washcloth or a non perfumed diaper wipe. Pat the area dry  
 or allow it to air dry.
• Do not use powder or cornstarch. A puff of powder near the face or nostrils can cause choking   
	 and	breathing	difficulties.	
• Make sure you tuck the diaper below the cord.

WHEN DIAPERING AND CLEANING A BABY GIRL:
• Always wipe from front to back to prevent germs from her bowel movements getting into  
 the urinary tract. 
• Gently clean between the outer folds of the labia. There is no need to clean inside the vagina.

WHEN DIAPERING AND CLEANING A BABY BOY:
• Do not pull the foreskin back when cleaning the penis. Wash the area well and clean from  
 front to back. 
•	 Before	securing	the	diaper,	ensure	baby’s	penis	is	pointing	down	to	avoid	pee	streaming	up	the			
 front of the diaper.

Sometimes	you	may	notice	an	occasional	pink	or	dark	copper	stain	on	your	son’s	diaper.	This	is	caused	
by urate deposits and it is normal. 
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URINE AND STOOL

Most babies become “red in the face” and grunt when they are having a bowel movement. They are not 
constipated	as	long	as	their	bowel	movements	are	soft	and	contain	no	blood.	The	first	stool	will	be	me-
conium	which	is	thick,	sticky	and	very	dark.	After	the	first	few	days	babies’	stool	will	change	to	a	bright	or	
mustard yellow shade with a seedy appearance. It is important to keep track of how many wet and soiled 
diapers your baby produces to ensure that he or she is not dehydrated and is getting enough to eat. The 
number of bowel movements may vary from day to day even when receiving the same food. If the stool is 
hard and lumpy, or very watery, contact your healthcare provider.

EXPOSURE TO HEAT AND COLD

The	system	that	controls	your	baby’s	body	temperature	is	immature.	This	causes	baby	to	become	over-
heated easily in the summer months. Try not to overdress your baby. Your baby should be dressed in the 
same amount of clothing as an adult. 

Your	baby’s	skin	is	very	sensitive.	Babies	are	prone	to	sunburn	and	heat	rash.	To	protect	your	baby’s	
eyes and head, put a hat on your baby. Infants under one year of age should be placed in a cool, shady 
spot rather than in direct sunlight.

When it is extremely cold, do not keep baby outside for long periods. To prevent heat loss, never take 
your	baby	outside	without	a	hat.	Keep	the	baby’s	hands	and	feet	well	covered	to	prevent	frost	bite	and	
protect his/her face from the wind.
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WHAT ABOUT A CAR SEAT? 

Using an infant safety seat correctly, every time you travel in the car, whether to the grocery store or on a 
long	distance	trip,	could	save	your	child’s	life.	Newborns	weigh	less	than	9	kg.	(20	pounds),	therefore	you	
will need an approved car seat. 

It is the law in Ontario to have an approved car seat installed prior to taking your baby home. Please have 
this arranged before discharge from the hospital. All car seats have an expiry date. Please ensure your 
car seat has not expired.

The approved car seat must face the rear of the vehicle. A rear-facing car seat is designed to support 
your	baby’s	developing	neck	and	back	muscles	and	offers	better	protection.	The	best	place	for	a	car	seat	
is in the middle of the back seat, away from an active airbag and at a 45-degree angle.  When installed, 
the car seat should move no more than 2.5 cm (1 inch) side to side at the belt path. The baby is held 
securely	in	the	car	seat	by	the	shoulder	harness	that	should	be	snug	enough	to	allow	only	fingers’	width	
space	between	the	harness	and	the	child’s	body.	

If you are still unsure of how to install your seat, you can contact your local Public Health Unit, Police 
Force, or St. John Ambulance as they often offer free inspections. As well, the Ontario Ministry of Health 
has	step-by-step	tips	on	how	to	install	your	baby’s	car	seat.	Infant	height	and	weight	restrictions	vary	for	
different	car	seats	so	always	follow	the	manufacturer’s	specifications	carefully	to	be	sure.

SAFE SLEEP SURFACES

The	Canadian	Paediatric	Society	recommends	that	for	the	first	year	of	life,	the	safest	place	for	babies	to	
sleep	is	in	their	own	crib.	The	crib	should	be	in	the	parent’s	room	for	the	first	six	months.	

Infants	should	sleep	on	their	back	on	a	firm	mattress,	in	cribs	meeting	the	Canadian	Government’s	safety	
standards.	This	is	the	recommended	sleeping	arrangement	for	the	first	year	of	life.	

The infant sleep environment must be free of quilts, comforters, bumper pads, pillows and pillow-like 
items.	Remember	to	change	the	position	of	your	baby’s	head	when	you	put	him	down	to	sleep	on	his	
back. The idea is to give your baby a different view of the room and encourage your baby, while sleeping 
on his back, to turn his head to look at different things when he wakes up.
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Dressing infants in an undershirt and sleeper that covers the feet should be considered to eliminate 
the need for any covers over the baby other than a light blanket. Parents should also be aware that 
room-sharing is protective against Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and that this type of sleeping arrange-
ment is a safer alternative to bed sharing. This may be particularly appealing to mothers who breastfeed 
and want their baby to be near them, without sharing the same bed surface.

Older infants may be able to turn on their own from their back to tummy. It is not necessary to force the 
back	sleeping	position	on	a	baby	who	has	enough	mobility	to	find	a	comfortable	position	for	him/herself.

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome refers to the sudden and unexpected death of an apparently healthy 
infant less than one year of age, which remains unexplained even after a full investigation.

To reduce the risk of SIDS:
• Provide a safe sleep environment.
•	 Keep	your	baby’s	home	smoke	free	and	reduce	exposure	to	secondhand	smoke.
• Breastfeed your baby.
• Dress or cover your baby in a manner to prevent overheating.
•	 Use	a	pacifier.

TUMMY TIME
In	order	to	strengthen	muscles,	prevent	flattening	of	the	head	and	promote	motor	and	brain	development,	
it is important to offer baby tummy time. Supervised “tummy time” should occur when baby is awake. 
Start with one minute and gradually increase the time as tolerated by your baby. This should take place 
at least three times a day. Make tummy time a fun and enjoyable bonding experience. Your baby can be 
lying on your chest, held in your arms, or over your lap all while lying on their tummy.
If you have questions or concerns contact your healthcare provider. Your healthcare provider may choose 
to refer your baby to Pathways Health Center for Children for a Physiotherapy assessment.
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SAFETY

The most common causes of injuries of babies under six months of age are:
• Car accidents.
• Falls from tables, sofas and other furniture.
• Crib injuries.
• Burns.
• Inhaling or choking on small objects and pieces of food.

You can protect your baby from injury by using an appropriate car seat when travelling, never leaving 
baby	unattended	on	an	elevated	surface,	and	keeping	the	baby’s	environment	clear	of	potential	choking	
objects such as the end clipped from a milk bag.

TOYS
Not all toys are safe for all children. For children aged six months or less, the greatest danger lies in their 
swallowing	or	inhaling	small	toys	or	parts	of	them.	Anything	that	fits	inside	a	toilet	paper	roll	is	too	small	to	
give to your baby.

WHEN BABY CRIES
Babies	cry	and	fuss	for	a	variety	of	reasons,	but	you’ll	soon	be	able	to	“translate”	the	cry	of	distress.	
By	responding	quickly	to	your	baby’s	cries	and	providing	comfort,	your	baby	will	learn	to	trust	you.		Re-
member that you cannot spoil a baby and that she/he relies on you or another loving person to provide 
them	with	the	food,	warmth,	and	comfort	that	they	need.	Crying	is	your	baby’s	way	of	communicating	
these needs. Most commonly, your baby will cry if she/he is hungry, uncomfortable, too cold or too hot, 
or unwell or if she/he needs to be held or needs to rest. When your baby is crying you can try to comfort 
her/him by feeding, playing gentle music or singing a lullaby, massaging her/his back or tummy, walking 
around or sitting in rocking in a chair while holding her/him in your arms.

As	a	new	parent	it	may	be	difficult	to	determine	what	your	baby	needs.	Comforting	them	may	be	very	
difficult	and	at	times	you	may	feel	helpless.	It	is	important	to	remember	that	with	time	you	will	begin	to	
recognize	your	baby’s	different	crying	patterns	and	be	able	to	anticipate	their	needs.	It	is	also	important	to	
remember that crying is normal and it will not last forever.
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THE PERIOD OF PURPLE CRYING
The	Period	of	PURPLE	Crying	is	the	phrase	used	to	describe	the	point	in	a	baby’s	life	when	he/she	cries	
more than any other time. This period of increased crying is often described as colic, but there have been 
many misunderstandings about what “colic” really is.

The	Period	of	PURPLE	Crying	is	a	new	way	to	help	parents	understand	this	time	in	their	baby’s	life,	
which	is	a	normal	part	of	every	infant’s	development.	It	is	confusing	and	concerning	to	be	told	your	baby	
“has colic” because it sounds like it is an illness or a condition that is abnormal.

When the baby is given colic medicine it reinforces the idea that there is something wrong with the baby 
when in fact the baby is going through a very normal developmental phase. That is why we prefer to refer 
to this time as the Period of PURPLE Crying.

During your stay in the hospital, you will be given the opportunity to view a DVD about the Period of PUR-
PLE Crying. This video will further explain what it is and how you as a new parent can help your baby 
through this period. You will also be given a copy of the DVD to take home with you.
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HOSPITAL RESOURCES
 
INDIGENOUS PATIENT NAVIGATOR
Bluewater Health is committed to creating exemplary healthcare experiences with patients and families 
every time. We have an Indigenous Patient Navigator who works with Indigenous patients, their families 
and care providers to ensure a positive overall care experience. To reach the Indigenous Patient  
Navigator, please call 519-464-4400 Ext. 8815 or, from a hospital phone, dial 8815.

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

PRENATAL CLASSES
Lambton Public Health offers prenatal classes. This is a program for future moms and their support 
people. Attending this prenatal class provides you with support through the birth of your baby, information 
about breastfeeding and support services. For more information please call 519-383-3817 or go online to 
www.lambtonhealth.on.ca

POSTPARTUM ADJUSTMENT SERVICES
Life with a new baby is not always what you expect. While most mothers experience a range of  
emotions,	one	in	five	mothers	will	experience	some	degree	of	postpartum	mood	disorder.	The	Postpar-
tum Adjustment Programme at St. Clair Child & Youth offers a range of services to help new moms, dads 
and families to adjust to their life with a new baby. For more information please call 519-337-3701 or go 
online to www.stclairchild.ca

NEIGHBOURLINK
Understanding	that	many	are	struggling	to	live	in	these	difficult	economic	times,	NeighbourLink	Sar-
nia-Lambton member churches and volunteers want to reach out to help meet our neighbours needs in 
practical ways. Some of the things that NeighbourLink can help with are emergency supplies of diapers 
and	formula,	gently	used	items,	financial	support	and	rides	to	medical	appointments.	If	you	would	like	
more information please call 519-336-5465 or go online to www.neighbourlinksarnia.org

WOMEN’S INTERVAL HOME
Trained counsellors provide support, information, and advocacy to women experiencing abuse.
Women’s	Interval	Home	staff	receive	specialized	training	in	order	to	assist	women	with	their	housing,	 
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Alvinston EarlyON Child and Family Centre
Brooke Central School, 7989 Brooke Line
519-847-5165 ext. 21
1st Tuesday of each month, 9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Arkona Recreation Centre - EarlyON Mobile Program
16 Smith St.
519-786-6161
2nd Tuesday of each month: 10 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Brigden United Church - EarlyON Mobile Program
519-892-3151
4th Friday  9:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m

Camlachie United Church - EarlyON Mobile Program
6745 Camlachie Rd.
519-786-6161
3rd Monday of each month: 10 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Corunna EarlyON Child and Family Centre
St. Joseph Catholic School, 535 Birchbank Dr.
519-862-5071 ext. 224
Wednesday: 10 a.m. - 11: 30 a.m

Forest EarlyON Child and Family Centre
Kinnwood Central School, 63 MacDonald St. (Morris Street entrance)
519-786-6161
Thursdays: 10 a.m. - 11:30 a.m

Grand Bend - Public School - EarlyON Mobile Program
15 Gill Rd.
519-786-6161
3rd Friday of each month 10 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Lambton College EarlyON Child and Family Centre
Lambton College North Building (next to ECE Centre)
1457 London Rd.
519-542-6100
Mondays: 9:30 - 11:30 a.m.

Petrolia EarlyON Child and Family Centre
St. Philip Catholic School, 420 Queen St.
519-882-2100
2nd, 3rd, 4th & 5th Thursday each month
9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Point Edward Lambton Public Health
160 Exmouth St. (Classrooms)
519-383-8331 or 1-800-667-1839
Wednesdays: 9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Port Lambton EarlyON Child and Family Centre
Riverview Central School- 3926 St Clair Pkwy, Sombra
519-892-3151
1st Tuesday of each month
9 a.m.-  11 a.m.

Sarnia - Coronation Park EarlyON Centre
Coronation Park Day Nursery
1014 Oak St.
519-344-9601
3rd Tuesday of each month: 9:30 a.m. - 11 a.m.

Sarnia - Little Friends EarlyON Child and Family Centre
295 Essex St.
519-339-0945
4th Thursday of each month: 9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

St. Clair Child & Youth Services Family Drop In &  
Resource Centre
Lochiel Drop-in Centre, 180 College Ave. N.
519-337-7811
4th Tuesday of each month
9:30 a.m. - 11 a.m.

Thedford Library Legacy Centre -  
EarlyON Mobile Program
16 Allen St.
519-786-6161
1st Tuesday of each month: 10 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Wyoming United Church - EarlyON Mobile Program
730 Second St.
519-786-6161
1st Thursday of each month
10 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

legal,	financial,	and	safety	planning	needs.	Confidential,	non-judgmental	counselling	is	provided	to	
residential	and	non-residential	clients.	The	Women’s	Interval	Home	of	Sarnia-Lambton	offers	emergen-
cy shelter services to women and children 24 hours a day, a 24-hour crisis / support line, a transitional 
Support and Housing Program, Support Groups, Child Witness – individual and group counseling and 
W.O.M.E.N. On The Move Employment Program.
www.womensintervalhome.com

HEALTHY BABY HEALTHY CHILDREN PROGRAM
A free program offered by Lambton Public Health, for pregnant women and families with children from 
birth until school age. This program includes prenatal support, a phone call after birth of child, home 
visits, and parenting support. For more information please call 519-383-3817 or go online to www.lamb-
tonhealth.on.ca

ASK A PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE: DROP-IN PROGRAM
Visit a drop-in location near you to speak to a Public Health Nurse from Lambton Public Health about 
breastfeeding support, infant child nutrition, newborn care, growth & development and parenting. For 
more information please call 519-383-3817 or go online to www.lambtonhealth.on.ca
Summer and holiday hours may vary.
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ONLINE RESOURCES

OMAMA WEBSITE
OMama is a website and a mobile application (app) that connects women and families to trusted, evidence-in-
formed healthy pregnancy, birth and early parenting information for Ontario. For more information or to down-
load the mobile app please go online to www.omama.com

THE MOTHERS’ PROGRAM WEBSITE
Our goal is to help women who are contemplating pregnancy, are pregnant or are now new mothers, keep up-
to-date on the latest medical information; healthy pregnancies lead to healthy children and healthy adults! For 
more information go online to www.themothersprogram.ca/about

THE HEALTHY PREGNANCY GUIDE
This guide was developed by the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) and will provide women with accu-
rate information to help them make good decisions about how to take care of themselves before, during and 
after their pregnancy.
www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/health-promotion/healthy-pregnancy/healthy-pregnancy-guide.html

CHILD CARE SEAT SAFETY
This	website	offers	information	specific	to	child	car	seats.	It	shares	information	on	buying	and	installing	a	child	
car seat or booster seat, recall notices, safety and testing information
www.tc.gc.ca/en/services/road/child-car-seat-safety.html

CARING FOR KIDS WEBSITE
Caring	for	Kids	provides	parents	with	information	about	their	child’s	health	and	well-being.	Because	the	site	is	
developed by the Canadian Paediatric Society — the voice of more than 3,000 Canadian paediatricians—you 
can be sure the information is reliable.
www.caringforkids.cps.ca

PARACHUTE CANADA
This website offers information in regards to predictable and preventable injuries for a variety for ages, from 
infancy to adulthood. Prevention is about education, knowledge and empowerment. Parachute is leading, 
inspiring and mobilizing Canadians of all ages.  We are creating a movement and building awareness and un-
derstanding of the issue of injury, to keep Canadians safe at home, on the road, at work, and at play.
http://www.parachutecanada.org/resources
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THE SOCIETY OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNAECOLOGISTS OF CANADA (SOGC) WEBSITE
The	Society’s	mission	is	to	promote	excellence	in	the	practice	of	obstetrics	and	gynaecology	and	to	advance	
the health of women through leadership, advocacy, collaboration, and education. This website provides ev-
idence based on information about pregnancy and childbirth to the public and healthcare professionals. All 
material on this website is developed by doctors, nurses, and midwives and is based on guidelines from the 
SOGC.  
http://www.pregnancyinfo.ca

ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO MIDWIVES (AOM) WEBSITE
The Association of Ontario Midwives is the professional organization representing registered and Aboriginal 
midwives and the practice of midwifery in Ontario. This website includes information to the public about mid-
wifery care and helpful resources and information on pregnancy.
http://www.aom.on.ca

SEX & U
This website takes a real-life approach to the questions and issues around sex and sexuality that matter most 
to Canadians. From talking about sex, to lifestyle choices, to contraception awareness and sexually transmitted 
infections, SexandU.ca provides accurate, credible, and up-to-date information and education on topics related 
to sexual and reproductive health.
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